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I N THE

Supreme Court of the United States.
------

l1l.B.

THE UNITED ST AT ES OF AMERICA,

·

Petitioner-Appellant,

against
-1HE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

AND OT HERS,

Defendanls-Appellus.

Ji i .9.
THE AMERICAN T OBACCO COMPANY

AND OTHERS,

Appellants,
against
THE UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA,

Appeilee.
CROSS APPEALS FROM THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
FOR THE SOUTHERN D ISTRICT OF NEW YORK.

ORAL ARCUMENT OF JOHN C. ~OHNSON, ESQ., FOR THE DEFENDANT
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY AND CERTAIN OTHER DEFEND·
ANTS-APPELLEES IN THE FIRST OF SAID APPEALS AND
APPELLANTS IN THE SECOND.
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IN THE

THE UNITED ST.ATES Ol!'
AMERICA,

Petitioner-Appellant,
No. 316

AGAINST

TIIE AMERICAN 'l,OBACCO COM-

and others,
Defendan ts-Appellees,

PANY

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COM·

PANY

and others,
Appellants,

AGAINST

No. 317

THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA,

Appellee.

Oral Argument of John G. Johnson,
Esq., for the Defendant The
American Tobacco Company and
Certain Other Defendants-Appellees in the First of said Appeals
and Appellants in the Second.
Mr. JOHNSON said: The American Tobacco Company was organized before the Sherman Act for
the manufacture of smoking tobacco, cigarettes,
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and
.
. . other matters of tobacco· It was organized
or1gmally by the merger of five corporations. That
took place antecedently to the Sherman Act· and
antecedently to that Act it was in the poss~sion
of a percent.age of the cigarette manufacturing indu~try considerably larger than it now possesses.
It is a purely manufacturing company, selling its
manufactured product. It does not engage in sell~ng gener~lly. From time to time it has enlarged
its operations, for r easons stated in the proof and
uncontradicted by proof, in order that it may man·
u facture more economically and more largely, and
be able to sell a more largely produced product.
It is not a holding company in the sense in which
some of the decisions speak of a company holding
merely for the purpose of holding. From time to
time it acquired additional properties, always
manufacturing properties, and always for purposes
of its own enlargement. There is no proof what·
ever-on the contrary, the proof is directly op·
posed- that there was any acquisition at any time
of any property other than for the furtherance of
its own business ends.
As the business of the American Tobacco Com·
pany enlarged, as a manufacturing company, it
has done precisely what every great manufacturer
is obliged to do. In hunting for economies it bas
acquired the control of some of the materialsnever the r aw material, the leaf tobacco-but of
some of the materials, and of the purchase of some
of the materials. It bas to some extent, but n?t
to a large extent, endeavored to increase the fa~il·
"ties for the distribution of its goods. It has m·
l
· f . t all
sur ed its own product. It bas done, m . ac '
those things which a greatly enlarged bus:11:ess en;
ables a manufacturer to do in such busrness fo
the furtherance of its ends.
estio~ is whether that.company, .thus o:·
The qu
its bUSl·
. d, thus enlarO'ed
thus cond uc ti ng
gamze
o '
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ncss, is doing an illegal business? And in order
that we may know exactly where we stand in the
reasons which tl1e government assigns for its business being illegal, let us take them upon their own
wording, and see what they say:
""\Ve do not maintain that r estraint of commerce is denounced by the Sherman . .\ ct unless it
is direct and material, either in t cn<lency or effect;
and, of course, do not insist that every contract or
arrangement which causes the elimination of a
competitor in interstate trade is necessarily unlawful. The statute was intended to foster, not destroy, business operations nniycrsally regarded as
promotive of the public welfare.
''Accordingly, we do not avonch and will not attempt to support the extreme con~trnction of the
Act adopted by the Presiding .Jn<lgc below under
which he declared, in substance, that it would be
unlawful for any two indi"dduals driving riyal express wagons between ·dllages in contiguous States
to combine forces by forming a partnership, or
otherwise, and operate a single line ; or by contract
'to deprive the country of the services of any number of independent dealers, however small.'
"Contracts, conspiracies or combinations which
give power to restrain commerce or necessarily
tend to monopoly are unlawful without more. The
essential purpose of the statute is to prevent injury-not merely to reverse a course of conduct.
The evidence, however, clearly shows that acting
in concert the defendants have exercised coercion
and duress and have practiced unfair, oppressive
and wicked trade methods" ( Ilrief, pp. 28-9).
I do not propose to cover the ground which my
c?lleague covered so thoroughly yesterday, and review those things. That question of whether there
are such acts-which we utterly deny-must de-
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pend upon the effect of the oral arO'ument d
upon the r eading of the careful paper obooks ~-~~h
have been~ prepared on both sides of this controversy. What concerns me is that in that stat
me~t of the law we have inserted many thin;
winch
do ~ot find in the statute, and we have
the non-msert10n of some things which we think
s:10uld be there. For instance, let us take it up a
httle and see what it means:

w:

"We do not maintain that restraint of commerce
is denounced by the Sherman Act unless it is di·
rect."
And yet, stating. that principle that the Sherman Act only denounces restraint of commerce
that is direct, we have within the compass of half
a page the statement of directly destructive and
antagonistic doctrine of this kind: That contracts,
conspiracies, or combinations which give power to
restrain commerce or transportation are con·
demned by the Act.
Those two things cannot stand together. It can·
not be that the Sherman Act condemns only that
which is a direct restraint of trade, and yet condemns that which is not a direct restraint of trade,
but condemns that which may, by the possession of
power, which may or may not be of illegal acqui·
sition have the indirect effect of restraining trade.
. atAnd 'again-because when your adversaries
tempt to state a proposition, an~ when t~at
proposition is untenable, there is som~ i~·
ference to be drawn from it that it is
diffic~lt for them to state anything upon
which they can rely with confidence-had they
stated: "We stand upon the Sherman Act as it was
written " we would know exactly where they stand.
But wh~n they say in the first place, in one breath,
' .
· t
d say in the
that it must be a direct restr~m .' an .
is
next that whether direct or md1rect, if there
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the possession of the power which may result in
the restraint it is condemned, I fail to see the consistency of the doctrine.
Again:
""'\Ve do not maintain that restraint of commerce
is denounced by the Sherman Act unless it is direct
and material, either in tendency or effect."
Your IIonors decided, after a great legal controversy, conducted by the greatest legal minds or
among the greatest that ·have adorned the bar of
America, that you could not write into that statute,
in connection with the word "restraint," the word
"reasonable." And yet the government say that
they will write into that statute the word "material," although you see nothing at all of that
sort anywhere in it.
Again:
"Contracts, conspiracies, or combinations which
give power to restrain commerce or necessarily
tend to monopoly are unlawful, without more."
You have there the suggestion of something
which has not the shadow of foundation in any
wording of that statute-that combinations that
have the tendency or that have the power to restrain commerce are unlawful. The statute condemns the combination in restraint of trade.
Having seen their position, and having seen that
they depend in the support of that position upon
material acts, and that having been argued before
you and standing upon its bottom, let us see where
we stand upon the consideration of this subject
upon general grounds. And I will state seven
propositions:
The first is that this case is ruled by the Knight
·decision.
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The second is that the actual acquisition f
e:ty not charged "ith public use is not a c~m~~~~
tl?n,. contract, or conspiracy in restraint of trade
w1tl1111 the meaning of the Act.
The n e~t proposition is that in the present case
the fact is that the acquisition of property was
not for the ~urpose of destroying or restraining
trade, IJut to mcrease that of the acquisitors. This
purp.ose was accomplished, and trade generally
wa s mcreased.
The next proposition is that there is no duty
on .the part of trading or manufacturing corp~
rat1ons to compete. The prohibition is a{)'ainst
.
"
tlle1r agreeing not to compete. And therefore, if
non-competition is the result of acquisition, the
Act is not violated.
The fifth proposition is to state the difference
in the principles involved in the case of public
service corporations and in that of private corpo·
rat ions.
The next is that the attempt to monopolize which
is condemned is one which involves more than ownership or acquisition, however extensive. It in·
volves the idea of exclusion of others from trade
through the instrumentality of some illegal act or
action.
And the last proposition is that the remedy decreed in this case is one which defeats the object
intended to be accomplished by the Act. The fail·
ure to prescribe a remedy which does not involve
such defeating is a demonstration of the lack of
intent to prohibit anything which can only thus
be remedied.
Let us now take the first of those propositi~ns;
and that is that this case is ruled by the Kmght
decision.
t
There is no use, in hunting for the reason of grea
judicial acts, to hunt for little shreds. of ~ords
here and there. In determining what is decided,

nothing is more blinding and deceptive than to
hunt for occasional words. Let us face the thing
which is done by the decision, and then see whether
that thing by that decision done is or is not like
another thing which is maintained to be legal on
one side and asserted to be illegal on the other.
"\Vhat was the Knight case? There a sugar
refining company, which by reason of mergers and
consolidations and acquisitions was in the possession of about sixty-six per cent. of the refining
trade of the United States,' acquired, paying for
the acquisition in its own shares, the shares of
stock of companies manufacturing about thirtytwo per cent. of the residuum of the refining trade;
and after that acquisition of the shares of stock
of those companies the American Sugar Refining
Company was the refiner of ninety-eigb t per cent.
of the refining product of the country. It, of
course, bought its raw sugar in foreign or internal
commerce. Sugar was not raised in Pennsylvania.
At the same time, as appeared by the averments of
the bill and appeared by the proofs, its business
consisted to an exceedingly large extent in the
distribution through the channels of interstate
commerce of the sugar that the selling companies
refined. You therefore had the case of manufacturing corporations which could not manufacture
until they had, by interstate tra<le, obtained the
raw material; of corporations which depended for
their financial prosperity upon the putting through
the whole of the country, in interstate commerce,
of what they held. And you held in that case
that the acquisition of those shares of stock could
not be the subject of any animadversion by Federal law, because it was a matter entirely within
the control of the State.
In this case we have a corporation which buys
its raw product in other States; which distributes,
after it is manufactured, the manufactured prod-
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uct in interstate commerce. but wh' h d . .
·
.
'
IC
OCS lts
busmess
and manufacturin(I't> 1' n various
·
8 tates under the laws of those States. It ·has acquired som
o~ ~be property which it holds by reason of th:
g1v1~g of sha:es of stock. It has acquired a very
considerable if not the considerable quantity of
the. property a.nd shares it holds by cash payments.
It is engaged m manufacturing; and the shares of
stock which it has acquired are of companies whose
~roduct becomes a part of one of their departments
m the avenues of business. Of course it does as
the Sugar Refining Company did, a vast am;unt
of interstate commerce business after it has produced its product.
Can the ingenuity of man, including lawyers,
define a tenable or real distinction between that
case and this? It has been inveighed against. Certain of the judges of the lower courts have said
that this Court has reversed itself, or has in effect destroyed its ruling. nut that case, as I understand, wherever it has been referred to by a
justice of this Court, after a decision has been an·
nounced, has always been stated as one which
stands as the law of the land. It rests upon the
firm foundation of recognizing that while the Fed·
eral right is great in its way, the right of the State
is great also, and is to be respected. It rests upon
no small or mean distinction. It rests upon the
great principle which the Constitution of the
United States was partly framed to support-the
preservation of State rights, and their destruction
only to the extent that it was necessary an~ the
power was conferred to destroy the State ~1ghts
in the interest of the Federal government.
Attorney General after Attorney General of the
United States, from that time on, has ~tated that
that Act does not apply to manufacturrng comp.a·
.
nd that they are not "ithin its control. Mil·
mes, a
· d
lions, millions of property have been acqmre upon
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the faith of that decision, which, as I say, has
always been recognized. \Ye have heard the Yoicing of discontent in other courts and in other places
at that decision, and at the conferring of power
upon the States, or recognizing its existence. But,
long ago as that decision was renuere<l, there has
come from the Congress of the United States no
su<YO'estion
of amendment or alteration of the law.
00
You have a statute which, when the8e com1Muies
enter into the domain of Federal or interstate commerce punishes in a frightfully severe way the doing of anything violatiYe of that Act. \Vhy and
how is it now necessary to reverse a decision upon
which property rights have ueen acquired, and
which is one of the bulwarks of the State control
-of State matters?
The control of the States over matters of manufacturing within their limits has always l>een absolute. That is not merely tlle result of tile Knight
decision, but is held by tll.c decisions whicll were
cited sustaining the principle. If you destroy
that, where are you to stop in the encroachment?
The owner of a manufactory in a State subject to
the State law may do in his manufacturing as he
pleases. He may manufacture; he may refuse to
manufacture. As far as the Federal government
is concerned, the manufacturers in tll.e States may
agree that they will not manufacture; they may
agree that they will not compete; but they are not
to he punished. ' Vllen they are engaged in a business which is preliminary to the production of
a manufactured product which, by what is done
with it, becomes a subject of Federal control, they
are not amenable to any law or to any objection.
In the ·Knight case you laid down no such doctrine as that if it was restraint of commerce it was
denounced by the Sherman Act if it was direct
and material; or that combinations which give the ..
power to restrain commerce or necessarily tend
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to monopoly are unlawful. You allowed the t.
ter . to stand. where it was, upon the theory ~:t
until something was done which brourrht the
fa t
'th'
b
manu.
c urers w1 m the Federal domain they could
no~ be con trolled; that if they possessed or ac.
qmred, by r eason of their manufacturing, the power to do or not to do, that was a matter that was
not and could not be punished by the Sherman
Act.
Cotton is almost exclusively a product which
goes into interstate commerce. Suppose to-day the
owners of all the cotton lands in the United States
agree among themselves that they will not plant
cotton. Tbe result will be destruction of an enormous interstate commerce. But would not the
United States ue powerless to punish them for that
agreement? They might or might not be punished
by the State in which they were located. That is
a matter for the State. But so far as the United
States is concerned, although you would absolutely
destroy, root and branch and totally, all inter·
state commerce in cotton, would there be any right
to interfere with them? And if the right existed,
would it be a salutary right? But whether salu·
tary or not, would there be any right to interfere
in any possible way with them?
The properties are acquired. The various com·
panies, located here and there in different States,
acquire tobacco manufactories. They may simply
not manufacture at all. \Vho is going to punish
them'? They may agree that they will not manu·
facture. Can you punish them under the Federal
law? If they do not manufacture, all interstate
commerce trade in tobacco will be destroyed; but
you have ~ot yet brought them to a po~iti?n ."'~ere
you can subject them to Federal Ju~·1sdicti?n.
What they do in that respect is somethmg which
done absolutely without regard to any
can be
't b
y
animadversion that may be passed upon i y an
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Federal statute. Tlle moment that they put into
the stream of interstate commerce a pound of that
tobacco, in all that is thereafter done they are subject to the Federal law; and if they violate any
of its provisions they are condemned by that law.
Until they put it into that stream, they lurre the
absolute and complete control of whether they will
or will not.
Of course, if your Honors arc with us on the
first proposition, none others arc nece~sary for us
to maintain.
The next proposition is that the actual acquisition of property not charged with a pnblic nsc is
not a combination, contract, or con~piracy in restraint of trade within the meaning of the Federal
Act.
We are not dealing in this proposition with public service corporations. \Ye are dealing exclusively with private corporations. And concerning
those corporations (and now I am away from the
point I have been making, narrowing this Act as
not applicable to this transaction), even though
they are subject to the Federal jurisdiction in acquiring the property of competitors, no matter to
what extent that acquisition may go as long as it is
a bona fide acquisition, it is not punished by anything that is expressed in this Act.
Let us bear in mind in construing this statutea statute which the government is only willing to
construe by inserting some words and expunging
others-that we are dealing with a highly penal
statute. !he offense is punishable by a great pecuniary fine, and is punishable by imprisonment.
The person who is guilty 9f the offense must pay
triple damages to any person tbat alleges and
proves them. For a dollar of injury he is to receive three dollars of damages. This being a
highly penal statute, the fundamental rule of interpretation of criminal statutes (which you
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voic:_d so well in United States vs. Brewer (137 U.
S. 2 '8)' and ha \"e several times repeated) is that
they. must clearly express the offense· Yo u cannot
pumsh men l>y any planting of statutes so high
t hat they cannot be read. You cannot punish them
by statutes expressed in language wh~ch cannot be
understood. You must clearly express the offense
which is made a crime.
Under tllis head I want to consider first what
constitutes actual acquisition. Then I wan4
under the second subdivision, to consider that
there is nothing in this statute, in what it penal·
izes, that carries with it a suggestion of any actual
acquisition of property.
In defining actual acquisition in this case, I am
not dealing (because the exigencies of this case do
not require it) with the status of a holding cor· .
poration. A holding corporation, as I undt rstand
it, is not one which acquires property or shares
for the purpose of using the same in the promoting
of its trade; but it is a corporation which, hav·
ing no trade, acquires shares (for it cannot ac·
quire property) for the purpose of holding them
for something not involved in the transaction of
any business. And that is an act which may be
good or bad, under your decisions, according to
.the motive and the intent.
Of course, this is not any mere holding company.
This is a company which has not acquired a penny's
worth of property or a dollar's worth of shares ex·
cept for the purpose of putting it into its own
business, and which bas in every instance, under
the proofs in t his case, when it has ac~uir:d pro~·
erty, used it for the purpose of promotmg its bos1·
ness. It it buys a manufactory for the purpose
of promoting its business, and does not see fit to
use that manufactory, it is not amenable to any
law under the Knight decision or under the Fed·
1

i3
eral statute. The Federal statutes do not compel
a manufacturer to ma nufacture.
In determining whether a thing is or is not an
actual acquisition, it is immaterial whethe: t~e
company buys the property and pays for it u1
shares, or whether it buys the property and pays
for it in cash. I am not now dealing with a mere
holding company. I am dealing ,dth a manufacturing company which buys the shares in th e course
of its business, for its business ends. Just now,
as ever, there are different ways of paying for
property acquired. A payment for property in
shares of stock is just as much a payment as a
payment for it in cash. If you have a mere holding company, the manner of the payment may have
some bearing upon the whole subject in determining intent, etc. But where you are dealing with a
company which is engaged in manufacturing, and
that company is buying manufacturing properties,
it matters not how it pays for them. It may be
the ordinary method of payment when men contract a partnership. A, B and C are conducting
separate manufacturing businesses. For some
reason or other they think it well to combine their
efforts, to own jointly all their properties, and to
conduct them under one head. There is no payment of cash at all. The three partners, if there
are three, make their respective contributions;
and each takes an interest in the aggregate for an
interest in the segregated thing which he puts into
the aggregate. And if there can be no condemnaof the acquisition for an illegal purpose that
.istionprecisely
. so where the corporation acquires ' what
is a partnership, with immunity against personal
liability beyond the contribution. There are no
words in this Act which punish anything like the
·acquisition of ownership, even thouo-h it be the acquisition of ownership of a competi~or.
The Sherman Act practically made no new of-
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fens:, excepting that under your decisions it "Wrote
~ut rm~unity of "reasonable" in connection with
r~s~ramt of trade." It but made part of the
criminal law of the United States the common law
u.pon the subject. And in reaching our conclusions we are aided by that light in determining
what the meaning of the statute is.
At the time this statute was made there were
several things being done which help us to the
understanding of the meaning of it. There were
acquisitions of property. Individuals grew rich,
and acquired large properties. Corporations grew
prosperous, and acquired enlarged properties. ~o
one condemned that, or put into the act or can be
supposed to have put into the act the condemnation
of that thing which was being universally done, by
condemning combinations, contracts, and conspir·
acies in restraint of trade.
There were other things which were being done
at tliat time. Tb.ere were contracts entered into
by the owners of different corporations-usually,
and perhaps always, competitive corporationsby which one competitive company agreed with the
other competitive company for a restriction upon
the extent to which it would do business. It
agreed to a restriction of prices. It agreed
to a restriction of output. It agreed to not
compete. By agreeing not to compete, it directly
entered into a contract in restraint of trade. The
manner in which it was done in other cases was
that the controlling shares of stocks of different
corporations were not changed in ownership act·
ually, but they were vested in a person who was
not the owner, who was constituted a trustee; and
by r eason of the vesting of the title of these shares
in the different companies, this trustee was able to
control the operations of all. That was the trust
arran<Yement, and that was the combination in the
natur: of a trust which was practically the one
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known throughout America. There were mergers
and consolidations under the statutes of the different States. Those statutes began fifty years
ago. It has been the policy of very many of the
States of the Union to increase the capital of the
O'reat corporations, to enable them to do that larger
:mount of business which tlic experieucc of the
modern world has shown requires more capital.
They have been enabled, by mer gers and consolidations, to join Companies A, Il, C and D into Company X, if you please. That was as ·well-known as
this trust combination. Will you suppose that it
was the intention to r ender penal either the acquisition of property by its pnrclrnsc, whether by
shares or by stock, or the consolidation of properties under the merger and consolidation laws of
the different States, by a statute 'vhicb, dealing
with a condemnation that the common law had put
upon such things, condemned all contracts, combinations, and conspiracies in restraint of trade?
Did anybody suppose, in 1890, when this statute
was passed, that the corporations which bad and
would avail themselves of the merger and consolidation laws, whether they were competitive or not
(because if they were not competitive there would
be. no motive to consolidate )-can anyone suppose
that when this Act was passed it was intended,
under these words, to condemn those things which
were usually done and were the ordinary transactions of business? I s it not and was it not the
duty of Congress, if they had in the r ecesses of
their head~ any such idea as that, to express it in
language very different from this?
Of course, when you say "in the form of a trust
or otherwise," you have a pretty large limit or
scope by the word "otherwise." But it is a fair
rule of interpretation that a general word following special words is to be construed somewhat in
accordance with the scope of the preceding words.
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"In the form of a trust"-of course it
th
. ,,
.
was not.
~ o erw1se -did not that mean in that form
\Yh~ch. p.ut the properties of various corporations
or rnd1v1duals under a joint control or domin t' ?
A d d.d .
a ion.
D • : • it mean that control which followed the
acqms1tion by any man of property in a legitimate
way?
·

"0

The right to buy and sell is a vested riO'ht· it is
.
0
'
a proper t y right of the highest importance. De·
stroy the right to sell, and the value of property
goes to nothing. What was done by the corpora.
tions in this case, under the facts, certainly-and
without the facts, so far as any evidence appearswas the exercise by this corporation of the right
which it possessed to buy property; and what was
done by the -vendor was the exercise of the right
which the vendor possessed to sell property.
Grant that Congress had the power to interfere
with this most essential right of property, the
right of buying and selling: Are you going to make
this interference by judicial decision? Will you
destroy this property right by interpretation, when
Congress itself has not expressed, not merely not
in clear but not in the most indistinct language,
any intention to interfere with the doing of any·
thing of that kind?
If they . mean it, they will pass a statute.
There seems to be no difficulty in passing statutes
leveled at what are popular targets. But until the
ConO'ress takes the responsibility of interfering
witht=> the right to buy and to sell where the righ.t
is exercised for the purpose of enlargement of ?us1·
ness, let no judicial legislation upon such subjects
be enacted.
But if it be the fact that this statute conde~s
. •t'ion of the property of a competitor,
the acqu1s1
.
to
msert the•
0
where are you g Oi·ng to find the ri<rht
•
" aterial"? If there be a wrong m the acqu1·
word m
h ther the ac·
sition of property, it is a wrong w e

l'I
quisition be large or small. There is no measuring
stick put into this Act for the purpose of measuring how great the acquisition must be. The government, when it says it must be "material," does
not. tell us whether it shall be a third, or a fourth,
or a half, or wllat. If tlle acquisition by a corpo·
ration competing with another of the competitor's
property is a combination in r estraint of trade, it
is such combination, whether the acq nisition be
big or little. And Judge Lacombe has brought almost to the position of an absurdity the interpretation which would bring about such results by
simply euforcing the interpretation according to its
necessary and natural effect. He says :
"'rhis statute condemns any contracts in restraint
of competition; and therefore, wherever a competitor acquires liis property, thereafter the owner is
not going to compete, and you J1 aye restraiticd competition." And I submit that it is only because of
the frightful consequences that would ensue from
endeavoring to procure from this Court an affirmance of a principle which I am told was contended
for by the Government in the Court below-it i~
only when, in cold blood, they see staring them in
the face, in black print, the statement of a principle which would make illegal eyery acquisition of
property by one competitor of another-that they
shelter themselves by re-enacting the law, and putting in the words "material'' and "llaving a t endency to confer power."
The next proposition I state is that in the present case the fact is that the acquisition of property was not for the purpose of destroying or restraining trade, but to increase that of the acquisitors. This purpose was accomplished, and the
trade generally was enlarged and increased.
This petition is reeking with accusations of
fraudulent motive and fraudulent conduct. It discloses the fact th~t in the mind of the very learned
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a.nd very .able gentleman who drafted that etition, he did not think that standing upon the plaw
alone be could succeed and that he had t
• • '
o put
around the law this bitter coating of coercion and
fraudulent
and undue and ille()'al
act<> nr
•
•
ti
\Ye t ook
h1m nt his word. The Government in this case had
that extraordinary privilege which no suitor under the sun but the Government possesses or a
State sovereignty-the opportunity to go through
every book, paper and letter that had accumulated
during the years of the operation of this company
for the purpose of examining and seeing whether
it could find among its private papers something
with which to condemn it. We would have thought
that in a petition of this sort, making these grave
and most damning unproven accusations, the Government would have sougllt to strengthen itself by
the proof of some parties, some human beings, who
upon their oaths would swear to tlle things which
they accused this company of perpetrating. Why,
if this company had don·e the things that are
charged in this petition, if its course llad been one
course of destruction of the interests of others, if
i t had ruined the properties of others and then
coerced them into selling, if it had driven them out
of trade and made their trade impossible, what a
cloud of witnesses could have been summoned by
tbe Gorernment to prove tbat fact!
Tell me tlrnt if it had done these things innumerable there would not hare been one witness, at
leas~ produced who would have sworn to tbe fact!
The ~ery fact of that failure, the very fact of the
inabilitv to produce the witnesses who must have
existed. in swarms if the fact existed, is the best
thin er that can be said in faror of this Compa~y,
and ~hows why it was that in the Court _below, dis·
.d
that Court was (properly disposed, of
pose as
.t f d no
course) to rule against this Company, i oun
strengthening in the facts. It always must be a
Q,
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satisfaction, when any great result is reached in
the way of condemnation, if, to the condemnation
upon technical points of law, the learned Judge
who delivers the opinion can add the moral and
the legal condemnation of facts.
There was no such thing. But, delving among
the letters of the corporation (a corporation engaged in active business), and finding among the
letters of those who were the salesmen of the corporation (some of them occupying the positions of
vice-presidents of tlle corrwration )-finding in
that hustle of business certain things, tbey come
here, unable to produce a human being who will
show any harm that was done, and say: "Dy those
letters we have established certain facts."
I should like to see the corporation gnilty of
violating the laws governing interstate commerce,
or innocent as a babe in the matter, whose private
salesmen's letters could be exhumed through a
period of years, and you ,,·ould not find something.
Ilut do not say, when you find two or t hree letters that you can read with gloss and make them
bad, that you produce some "typical" letters. Say
what is the fact-that having made these charges,
and having failed to establish them by a single
human being, you rely upon the letters. 'Vith
your ability, and with your knowledge of the case,
you may be sure tlrnt you would regard it as your
duty to your client (and would so discharge it)
to produce every letter that sustained your
charges. And in this case the mountain has labored and has produced a mouse!
Oh, but we have this theory of possession of
power! You acquire a large ownership, and you
have the power! Power to do what? Does not
anybody who is familiar with the operations of
business know that the great trouble with a corporation which produces a large percentage of the
business is that it has got to carry in its business
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the corporation which produces a littl ? I
not afford l
e · t can.
' )y reason of the great destruction that
will ensue to it by reason of its 1
r d
't
.
arge product to
e uce 1 s price for the purpose of red . '
.·
f ·
ucmg the
pnce o its adversary. They say . "Why
prices o
t .
.
' you cut
n cer am occasions." Of course we did
Th~ man in the business world who, when he ~
s1:mtten on one cheek, meekly tur ns and requests
his adversary to please smite him on the other, is
an almost unknown quantity. And you may be
very sure that i f their business was attempted to
be taken away from them by cutting prices, they
would r espond with a cut. But can one side cut
and be good, and the other side cut and be
criminal ?
This idea of cutting and reducing prices is one
of the ridiculous features of modern argument.
' Vhy, we are taught that competition is the life
of trade. Nothing may be done that will interfere
with competition. ' Vhat is competition? It is a
war between two producers of the same commodity.
It is a war to the death, if it can be. They cannot
agree that they will not compete in the most bitter
way. Are you going to penalize them if they are
carrying out what you say they must do, competing without restriction, because in the competi·
tion one is ruined? All business life is a surrirnl
of tlle fittest. That is the very beginning and end
and object and purpose of this competition which
this Court has said so much to favor. And now
they come and say: "You must compete"; and
then tlley say: "You are guilty sinners because
you compete by endeavoring t? prevent the. othe;,
person from walking away with your busrness.
It is said that in this case the others cannot
compete. No human being has been produced to
say that he could not. There is that most extraor·
dinary fact-that during tbe course of the op.era·
tions of this company, of latter times there IS a
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constantly decreasing percentage of the business
done by it. How on earth are you going to maintain before a court of men of the world as well as
me; of ·the law, the proposition that you cannot
compete, that we have got the possession of the
power which destroys the competition of others,
when the fact is that the independent operators
are producing increasingly each year a larger
amount of product?
That is, perhaps, largely owing to the peculiarity
of this business. You have been told by both sides
that it is a business of brands. A man who irnlulges
in the pleasure of chewing tobacco has a lJran<l
which he will chew, and you cannot tempt him to
chew another. You might put his price up a few
cents on each ball of tobacco, an<l you might put
it down, and an angel from heaven could not persuade him to chew the cheaper product arnl eschew
the more expensive one. And that may be the
reason for this. Dut be the reason what it may,
the independent operators, despite this assertion
that they cannot compete, are growing in volume
and importance, and some of them are growing excessively rich.
\Vhat was the reason of this acquisition? You
have the testimony of l\fr. Duke. nlr. Duke testifies on that subject, without cross-examination
breaking him. There is none. Our learned opponent was wise in that. Some men you crossexamine, and some men· you do not. The man
whom you know to be telling the truth, and the man
who is not able to be beaten out of his statements
of the truth by cross-examination, is let go if the
cross-examining counsel is a~ intelligent as my
learned opponent. But he tells you, taking up one
by one the history of these acquisitions (and there
is no countervailing proof), that of course they
wanted to increase their business· of course thev
'
~
wanted to make their business as great as it could
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be. Is that a crime? Let it be once known that th
mnu .who
. succeeds by reason of bis success beeom~e
a cr1mmal, and you have written the death-war.
r an t of the success of American industry.
Of course they wan ted to succeed. They had
more brands, and they grew. They had more
money. We have not yet r eached that degree of
socialism in which the possession of wealth is to be
cond emned as a crime. There are many punish·
ments that can be inflicted upon a man who ge~
wealth illegally; but the mere acquisition of wealth
gives him the advantage that goes with wealth.
The p urchase of t hese things broadened the
business. 1''1.len they feared one business was declining, they t ook another; they added to it. li
tbey could not make their living making smoking
tobacco, they would acquire some plug tobacco
manufactories. Th ey are not in any way in competition. A man may have ever so many industries.
T he fact that he is broadening them out does not
do it. Does be broaden them out for any illicit
or unlawful purpose, or for a real one? That is
the test. You have been told here: "Why, every·
thing was acquired." If a few factories were not
operated, it was because they could make the brand
which they bad acquired by virtue of the purchase
more economically at another place. They greatly
diminished their expenses; and they were able, by
r eason of that of course, to have a certain amount
'
.
of power. American products, which . are now
shipped in enormous quantities to foreign cottn·
t ries, would ha\e not one iota of a chance of ~c
ceptance there if it were not for the econom~~
that bave been worked by the holders and ope .
tors upon a large scale. The very purpose a.nd
tendency of modern business, t he very neces~Lt!
of modern business, is to enable the ma?ufacturinlo
· 11 . and it can on Y
to be done most econom1ca Y'
be so done by manufacturing upon such a large
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scale that to-day the profits coming to those who
operate are solely the resul~ of ~heir eco~omi~s.
They made the test of this thrng. It is s~1d,
"You bought this thing for a purpose.'' If tlle tlung
that we did was not. of itself illegal, then there was
no intendment against ns. The wroug motive
must be proven. It will not do for m e, if I enter
into a contract not to compet e, to say tlrn t my m otive was laudable. I have violated the law by entcrinrr
into a contract in restraint of t rnd.c. But if
b
I am doing a thing which may be good or ma y lJe
bad according to my motfre, then it is for the Government which attacks my motive to prove it. In
this case there is no proof to sustain the attack;
and all the proof is npon the side of thii:; corporation.
The next proposition is that there is no duty
on the part of a trading or manufacturing corporation to compete. The prohibition is against
their agreeing not to compete. If, therefore, noncompetition is the result of acquisition, the Act is
not violated.
It docs not lie in the power of Congress to compel a manufacturing or trading corporation to
compete. It lies within its power to prevent it
from competing. It may search with a microscope
for the motives of the thing; and when it establishes the motives, it may ask for the condemnation. But if the non-competition is the r esult of
an indisposition to compete, the whole thing is
powerless. And it is that which is the basis of one
of the leading points of argument in this casethat there is no duty on the part of trading corporations to compete. They may manufacture or
not, they may compete or not, as long as the noncompetition is not the result of an agreement.
What is _the deduction from that proposition?
If they are not obliged to compete, there can be
no illegality in the sale by one competitor to an·
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other, because the resultant is that th
e purchas.
have it to h'is m
. terest
tmo competitor .,.will no lono-er
ti
o compete. You cannot add three nothings to·
geth~r and make the addition anything more than
no;hmg. y ?u cannot add three manufacturers
tooether, neither of whom is under any duty to
compete, and, because of a bona fide acquisition
by one of the property of the three, because thereafter be does not or will not or has not the in·
terest to compete, say that the acquisition itself
was criminal. He is doing nothing which destroys a right.
The vendor sells because the equivalent which
he receives in cash or shares is more important to
him than the thing he sells. The vendee buys be·
cause the thing he gets is more important than
the thing that he parts with. And therefore the
purchase by a competitior under those circum·
stances cannot by earthly possibility be enlarged
into the idea of a contract or combination in restraint of trade. He is exercising an inherent
property right for a legitimate and proper pur·
pose.
Regarding this idea of the possession of power:
We are not dealing with public service corpora·
tions. What does it boot? A, B, C and Dare not
oblio-ed to do a certain thing. A, B, C and D sell
thei; property to X; and X does not find it to
bis interest to compete with himself. He possesses
the power not to compete. Why, of course, he
does. He but acquires, by that transfer of prop·
erty, the right which existed in ~h~ transferrer.
And this act, in some of the dec1s10ns (not t~e
decisions of this honorable Court)' is read as ~
it was an act to prevent the stifling of compe~·
.
There is no word "competition" anywhere in
t ion.
ot to com·
the Act. You have said that to agree n
.d
pete is a restraint of trade; but you have not ~u
that it is the duty of people to compete.
•

(I'

•

•
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have not said that if, in the ordinary course of
business, something happens by which (if yon
.
")
choose to use an approbr10us
name, " s t'ft'
1 rng .
you have a stifling of competition, if that sti?ing
of competition is the result of a property l'lght,
you have violated any statute.
That brings me to the consideration of the differences between private corporations aml public
service corporations. There are three. It is not
for counsel to question any decision of th is hon·
orable Court. That would he about the worst
tactics and the poorest thing lie couhl do. The
duty of counsel is to accept loyally-whether he
does or not matters not, but it is l.lis duty to
accept loyally-every decision of this Court, an<l
not to rise and challenge it. And my purpose
now is to show the vast difference between the
Northern Securities case and this case.
The first difference is this : In t he :Northern
Securities case you were dealing with public corporations, charged "·ith a duty to the public. The
Great Northern and the Northern Pacific Railway Companies had availed themselves of a grant
of a franchise. That franchise had enabled them
to exercise the right of eminent domain. It could
only have been granted because they undertook
a public duty. Therefore, whenever anything was
done by two corporations, each charged with a
public duty to compete, which interfered with
their competition, they brought themselves within
the range of an act which interfered with or restrained trade or competition. On the one hand
is a private corporation, with no duty to com,pete.
On the other hand is a public corporation with a
~uty to compete. One violates its duty by givmg the control of two properties in any way to
one; and the other does not violate any such duty.
The next difference is that tbe Northern Securi-
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ties Company was a"uo ld'IDg company pure and .
s1m.
ple. There was no trade or transportat'
t b
•
mn~~~
o e accomplished by the Northern Securities
Company.
I t had no railroads.
. .
• ' it did no t operate
anJ railroads.. .It was organized merely for the pur.
pose o f acqmrrng the shares of stock of cor pora.
t'
ion~. You held that that belonged to a class of
holdmg corporations. It was, in the language of
the len.rned Justice ·who delivered your opinion, a
~nstodian. of those shares. This Court found that
it was assunilated in some respects to the old trust
wlJere the trustee acquired the title to shares of th~
stock of various corporations, and in that way con·
trolled the whole. And in that case, finding that
that corporation was going to discharge no duty
which made it necessary for it to acquire the shares
or property, that it had no transportation duties,
and, under the statement of some of the witnesses,
that they were desirous of having all the shares
under one ownership, you held that that was an
assimilation (because of the lack of a bona fide
purpose of acquisition) to the old trust. And in
that case there was this peculiarity: By the Minnesota law the corporations were forbidden in any
way, shape or form to consolidate or to destroy com·
petition. Therefore their intra·state business was
not necessary to be protected by any decree of this
Court. All that this Court need deal with was the
interstate commerce. In dealing with the interstate
commerce, it could not interfere '\\itb the intra·
state commerce, because the intra-state commerce
was protected by a similar )Iinnesota law. And
therefore you held, among other things, in that case,
that where the interstate business was the only one
that could be affected, the other not being affected
by this thing, you could do wha~ canno~ be done
with a manufacturing corporation which, ~ven
though you do not apply the doctrine of the Kmght
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case was a corporation which, at any rate, had
pro;erty in the State, and did d? an intra-state
business which is affected by anytlnng that you do.
The attempt to monopolize which is condemned
is not the mere acquisition or ownership of a large
portion of tbe property. If a large portion, ho:V
large? The word is not "monopoly"; the word is
"monopolizing or attempting to monopolize." And
in doing that you are dealing with something that
is not satisfied by merely saying: "Dy the acquisition of a large part of the property you are doing
that which violates the Act." .And you must bear
in mind that in applying the law ~n this case you
must deal with an individual precisely as you
would deal with a corporation. The learned .Assistant Attorney-General says: "1Ye do not pretend to
interfere with the act of an in<lividual in such matters"-at least, I so understood him- "bu t we say
that a corporation cannot do this thing." But
there is no differentiating. It is "any person who
shall monopolize or attempt to monopolize"; and
the lexicography of the Act is that "person" means
"person or corporation." Therefore whatever the
corporation cannot do, the individual cannot do.
And therefore, if their interpretation is to apply,
neither individual nor corporation can acquire and
hold a large part of any article, manufactured or
otherwise, or any appliance for manufacturing.
In interpreting that Act you have enormous help
from the words "any part." The Act says, "Any
person who shall monopolize or attempt to monopolize the whole or any part of the trade," etc. You
have got to find some meaning for that that does not
bring you to this: That any person who gets the
whole or the larger part of any part of the trade is
guilty of. a monopoly, or of monopolizing within
the meamng of that Act. I may be dealing with the
smallest part of the trade. If I buy from my com-
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petitor the smallest part of the trade, or if I a .
from a person who is not a competitor th cqllll'e
part of the trade, I have acqu1'red "a e smallest
·
ny part'" I
have acquired some part. And therefore m· d'
t o give
· a11 th
. e words of the statute a me' . or er
h
t t
anmg, we
ave ~o o put a meaning upon the statute wb· h
takes rnto consideration the existence of th . icd
"
,,
e Mr s
any part ? and they cannot mean the acquisition
or the holding or the ownership of a larger part of
any part, or the whole of any part
We are helped by the old definition. I do not in.
tend to put it to your Honors. It has been put to
al~ o.f you t.ens of times. But the idea of a monopoly
or1gmally mcluded an exclusion. It was not merely
the thing, but the exclusion of the thing. And in
all that has since been done, that idea of exclusion
runs through the whole thing. And therefore we

must consider, in connection '1ith the words "to
monopolize or to attempt to monopolize," the words
"any part"; and in order to consider that we must
consider an idea of exclusion. And my definition
of "monopolizing or attempting to monopolize'' is
the acquiring of the property, and excluding, not
by legal means-because by my acquiring I neces·
sarily exclude-the acquiring accompanied by ex·
eluding others from their rights by illegal acts.
The part of the Act which prescribes that of·
fense is peculiarly put. In the first place, it do~
not seem to be a vital part of the Act, because it
is not made applicable to the Territories. That
clause is omitted in that connection. They do n~t
penalize it by allowing you to seize the property lil
course of transportation. It was a round-up of
the Act. The first section dealt with two or ~ore;
it was a contract combination or conspiracy,
which required mo:e than one. The next part olfl
. one-"any person
the Act deals with
. ,,,who sba
d it
monopolize or attempt to monopohze ' an
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makes this an offense. 'Vhat? If he acquires it
in the ordinary exercise of a right of purchase
which has not in any part of tlle Act been
attacked, that is well enough. But if he acquires
it by illegally excluding others, then he has violated the Act. Now, bow may he illegally exclude
others?
He may do it by corralling the means of transportation. He may do it by coaxing away employes. He may do it by a hundred different ways,
illegal ways. And if, therefore, lie monopolizes
-that is, he acquires by excluding illegally-he
may do this thing. It cannot mean anything that
has not a great limitation upon it; uccause otherwise the competitor wbo is beaten in the fight for
trade cannot sell out his property; a man who
has become too old to carry it on cannot do it;
the heirs of a man who dies cannot do it. You
cannot prevent the acquisition of the business of
a man who does not care any longer to go into
trade, because in doing that you do more harm than
you do good. nut you can prevent the acquisition
by illegal means, by. excluding others, by some
act that you have no right to perpetrate, from
the enjoyment of their rights.
A man may start a new industry. He is the
only man who understands the industry; and he
builds up a large trade. There is no other. One
does it in the country. He has a monopoly. You
do not mean to say that that man is intended to
be punished as a criminal because he has the whole
of the trade. For some reason or other, competitors may find their business failing them, and
they may go out of business; or the manufactories of rivals may be destroyed, not by the competitor himself, and there will be left in business
only the carrying on of that thing. You cannot
monopolize manufacturing in any other sense. As
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fast as one manufactory is carried . t
·
P ora f.ion wh ich
acquires it if · t · in o the cor·
business, you will find with th 1. is a profitable
f
.t
'
e Immense amount
o cap1 al seeking investment in th'
is country
Ple n t y of oth er ~eople ready to follow
and ui
more manufactor1es in. But if you
. P
·
acqmre and
m so~e way exclude others, then you do what th
exclusive grant in old times worked.
e
. 'l'he remedy decreed is one which defeats the obJe?t sought to be accomplished by the Act. The
failure to prescribe a remedy which does not in·
voh·e such defeating demonstrates the lack of in·
tent to prohibit anything which can only thus ·
be r emedied.
The purpose of this Act is to prevent a restraint
of trade. )fanufacturing corporations have ac·
quired manufactories and shares of stock of other
corporations, and they manufacture. Up to that
point nobody can interfere with them. nut this
decree says : "You shall not put that manufac·
tured product into interstate commerce." Sup·
pose it was within the power of Congress to say
that anybody who, in the States, bad indulged in
the evil act of acquiring what they thought were
too many manufactories, could not get any advantage of that act done under the State law by putting the product into interstate commerce. Sup·
pose it was in the power of Congress to draw a
hard and fast line barring tbe putting into inter·
state commerce of the product of manufactories
under State law. Would you not require them to
say that, before anything so drastic and so revolu·
tionary would be attempted? Would you not require the legislature to say, in tbe plainest. p~s·
sible words, that thing? But it has not sa1 ~ 14
nor has it said anything of the kind. It has given
no remedy of that sort. But the Court says:
"You, who may have manufactured under the
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State law, and manufactured as much as you
pleased, you have got manufactories: You shall not
put that product into interstate commerce, and we
forbid you . to do it." Does not tllat emphasize the
dividing line? Does not that show the product,
until it reaches a certain point (to wit, the putinO'b it into the stream of comnwrcc) is under the
State law? If you are putting out that product,
the legislature not having said that you slJall be
debarred from interstate commerce by reason of
having so manufactured it, to what extent can
you be interfered with? To any other extent
than to such an extent as will preYcnt you from
deriving any value from your property by putting
it into interstate commerce? Does not that " ·ork
the direct antipodes of the purpose of the
Act? There being no other remedy which
the learned Court thougllt possible, can it
be that this Act was leYelctl at the thing
which has been condemned in this case,
when the only thing you can do under a law
which has been passed to prevent restraint of trade
is to prevent it altogether to the extent of nearly
three-fourths of the tobacco product of the country
outside of cigars? You can gather the meaning
of a legislature, sometimes, by the failure to give
the remedy for such a thing as you interpret to be
covered by the Act.
This corporation might simply stop; it might
manufacture, and not put a pound of its manufacture into interstate commerce. '¥herein could you
interfere with it then? Or it might manufacture,
and it might sell bona fide and deliver in the States
to a third person its product. You could not interfere with it then. I am giving you those illust~ations to show that by reason of failing to provide a remedy, the legislature did not have in contemplation the thing which is condemned.
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Now, with regard to monopolization: What is
your remedy there? They have said "appo· t
'
m a
receive " II
r.
ow are you going to appoint a receiver
for the manufacturing companies in the var"
States? "A
·
ious
•
·
~po~nt ~ receiver," they say, "for the
purpose of d1str1butmg your properties." How are
you going to distribute the properties by reason of
that. receiver? Another suggestion is, "Appoint a
rcccrver for the purpose of running these proper·
ties." Why, e-ven in cases of specific performance
the courts have declined the jurisdiction because of
the impossibility of carrying it out. Are the courts
going to appoint receivers for the purpose of run·
ning all the corporations which the government
may find amenable to this law? Is it possible that
there shall be any such remedy as that? And because there is no such remedy, do we not tlraw
some inferences as to what is the meaning of the
Act? The suggestion is made: "Prevent them from
r eceh·ing dividends." That might do in the case
of a public service corporation; but by what right
do you prevent this corporation from receiving
dividends accruing from the manufacturing of
these manufacturing plants?
' Ve have shown the remedy for punishing any
monopolizing which consists in the doing of an
illegal act. It is very plain ; the punishment is
pretty severe; it is not very likely, with the a~ak·
ened attention that has been given to these thwgs,
that that will be done. If any corporation, by rea·
son of its possession of the power, is found to abuse
it in an illegal way, that is directly amenable to
the Act.
In these days in America, as in India in the past
times there are men who are denounced as tpe
W arr~n Hastings of trade. It may be; the pa.th·
way of great achieT"ement is not alwa.ys strewn with
roses. But if you destroy the work that these men
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have done, who will foretell the result? They have
planted our commercial flag jn every part of the
world~ upon inaccessible and most remote heights
as well as in valleys. You are not going to benefit
the laboring classes by doing that which will deprive them of the employment that t hey have been
given, and that they would get in no other ,,·ay.
The struggle for the t rade of tbe world is between
• nations. And w]10 will say, with any assurance,
that you can safely substitute for the herculean
work of the financial giants the puny efforts of the
pygmies that will be left in trade?
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